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The goal of this paper is to propose a new approach to negative concord licensing, meant 
to hold crosslinguistically,1 and resolve a puzzle concerning the distribution of negative 
constituents (NCIs) in Serbo-Croatian (SC).I will start the discussion with the latter issue. 
 
1.  Binding or Movement to SpecNegP? 
 
Progovac (1994) shows that there are two types of NCIs in SC. Examples (1)-(3) show 
that ni-NCIs require clause-mate negation, while i-NCIs do not tolerate it. I-NCIs co-
occur with long-distance negation and can occur in some non-negative contexts, illus-
trated in (4)-(5), where ni-NCIs cannot occur. (Subjects and objects behave in the same 
way. The translations are a bit misleading; they are given for ease of exposition.) 
 
(1) Niko/*iko           nije       zaspao.         
 nobody/anyone  neg.is  fallen.asleep 
  ‘Nobody fell asleep.’  
 
(2) Milena  nije rekla  da     je   iko/*niko            zaspao. 
 Milena   neg.is  said    that   is   anyone/nobody  fallen.asleep 
 ‘Milena did not say that anyone fell asleep.’ 
 
(3) *Niko/*iko je zaspao.   
 
(4)      Da li  je iko/*niko           zaspao?  
 Q        is anyone/nobody  fallen.asleep 
 ‘Did anyone fall asleep?’ 
 
                                                 
 *For insightful comments, I thank Ljiljana Progovac, Lanko Maruši…, NELS audience, and the 
participants of my 2007 seminar at the University of Connecticut. 
 1I will be dealing with strict negative concord, but the proposed analysis may also be applicable to 
non-strict negative concord (where preverbal NCIs do not require overt negation), especially if the latter is 
a result of a PF effect, as argued for Italian and Spanish in Bošković (2001:277-281). 
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(5) Milena  ƒe     biti otpuštena  ako  iko/*niko            ode    kuƒi. 
 Milena  will  be   fired           if      anyone/nobody  goes   home 
 
Progovac gives a binding account of these data, based on A’-binding. She argues ni-NCIs 
are anaphoric elements subject to Condition A: they must be A’-bound by their licensor 
in their governing category (GC). I-NCIs are anaphoric pronominals, subject to Condition 
B: they must be A’-free in their GC, but bound within the sentence. To illustrate, consider 
(6) (Progovac assumes Op is the licensor in non-negative contexts). The GC is the em-
bedded IP. Being anaphoric, the ni-NCI can only be bound by Neg2. Since the i-NCI must 
be free within its GC, it can be licensed by Op or Neg1, but not clause-mate Neg2. 
 
(6) [IP Neg1 [VP [CP Op [IP Neg2 [VP  ni-item/i-item]]]]]  
 
Below, I observe a reconstruction paradigm which cannot be accounted for under the 
binding approach (for additional problems for this approach, see Bošković 2008). Before 
doing that I will outline the analysis of SC NCIs to be argued for in this paper (the main 
component of the analysis was actually proposed in Uribe-Echevarria 1994).  
 

I argue that rather then being subject to different binding conditions, ni/i-NCIs 
differ regarding whether or not they move to NegP overtly.There are two ways to imple-
ment the analysis: (a) There is one lexical item for ni-/i-series counterparts. They differ in 
that ni-items move to SpecNegP, while i-items do not undergo this movement; (b) Ni/i-
elements are different lexical items, ni-items move to NegP, while i-items cannot move to 
NegP. In both analyses, ni-NCIs are licensed in a Spec-Head configuration with negation, 
as in (7a). Under option 1, we can actually adopt (7b), where iko is spelled out as niko as 
a reflex of Spec-Head agreement (SHA) with negation. (Ni-i alternation is then treated on 
a par with Kayne’s 1998 analysis of Norwegian ingen-noen alternation, where it is argued 
that noen ‘any’ is spelled out as ingen if it moves to the Spec of the negation ikke.)2  
  
(7) a. [NegP  niko [Neg’ neg         
 b. [NegP  iko [Neg’ ne = niko    
 
Focusing on ni-items, subject NCIs can be easily handled under this analysis, with niko in 
(1) either staying in SpecNegP or moving from there to a higher position. What about ob-
ject NCIs? (8a) can be handled in the same way as (1). (8b) is trickier. 
 
(8) a. Nikoga         ne    voli. 

  nobody.acc  neg  loves 
  ‘He/she does not love anyone.’ 
  b. ?Ne voli nikoga. 
 

 
 2We would not necessarily expect to find this type of morphological reflex of SHA in all lan-
guages, i.e., a lack of such morphological transparency would not necessarily prevent extension of the 
above analysis of the ni/i alternation to other languages. I simply follow the standard practice here: trans-
parent morphology, as in SC, provides evidence for the SHA analysis; the lack of such morphology would 
not provide evidence against it−it would merely fail to provide an argument for it. 
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(8a) is preferred to (8b). There are then two options: the contrast can be taken to be sig- 
nificant, confirming the above account (word order violations are typically rather weak in 
free word order languages like SC), or we can assume there is fronting of the NCI to 
NegP in both cases, with something happening to (8b) after the fronting that may be re-
lated to the rather extreme freedom of word order in SC. Bošković (2008) considers two 
options for (8).3 One is a remnant movement analysis along the lines of Kayne (1998). 
 
(9) a. [NegP  nikogai [Neg’ ne  voli ti  
 b. [XP nikogai [NegP ti [Neg’ ne voli ti   
 c. [NegP  ti [Neg’ ne voli ti ]j [XP  nikogai tj 
 
Nikoga moves to SpecNegP, proceeding to a higher position (see below for motivation 
for this movement), followed by remnant NegP fronting.Alternatively, following Browne 
(2005) (8b) involves movement to SpecNegP followed by rightward movement of nikoga. 
I refer the reader to Bošković (2008) for comparison of these analyses as well as evidence 
that the NCI in (8b) does not stay in situ. To mention two points here, the remnant front-
ing account captures (10) under the assumption that prior to the movements from (9), fool 
in (10a) undergoes predicate movement (Kayne 1998), which pronouns cannot undergo. 
On the other hand, the rightward movement analysis easily captures (11), assuming that 
the rightward movement in question cannot apply multiply, like English topicalization. 
 
(10) a. ?Ivan   ne   smatra      nikoga    budalom.  
      Ivan   neg  considers  nobody   fool 
      ‘Ivan does not consider anyone a fool.’ 
 b.  ???Marija    nije        predala     nikome          nju.  
           Marija    neg.is  given up    nobody.dat    her.acc 
          ‘Marija did not give her up to anyone.’ 
        c.  cf. Nikome nije  predala  nju. 
 
(11) a. ?*Nije      dao     ništa             nikome       nikad.  
          neg.is  given  nothing.acc  nobody.dat  never 
         ‘He never gave anything to anyone.’ 
        b. Ništa nikome nikad nije dao. 
 
What is important here are the differences between fronted and non-fronted examples in 
(10b-c)/(11), which are difficult to account for if ni-NCIs can stay in situ. I then proceed 
assuming they are indeed not allowed to stay in situ. The account is also supported by 
NCIs in other languages. Consider West Flemish (WF). Haegeman (1992) shows fronted 
n-items like niemand in (12a) are located in SpecNegP. (12) then shows negative concord 
requires movement to SpecNegP in WF. My suggestion is the same holds for SC (SC ni-
items are negative concord elements, see Watanabe 2004), though the extreme freedom 
of word order in SC sometimes masks the parallelism with WF.(The fact that SC ni-items 

 
3See also Progovac (2005), who argues (8b) involves lower copy pronunciation of nikoga, which 

moves overtly to SpecNegP. (A lower copy pronunciation analysis is particularly appropriate when an NCI 
is used to answer a question, see Stjepanović 1999.)  
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always participate in negative concord follows given that they must move to SpecNegP.) 
 
(12) a. da   Valère  niemand nie  kent                              (negative concord) 
    that   Valère  nobody    not   knows 
    ‘that Valère does not know anybody’                      
 b. da   Valère nie niemand kent                                 (double negation) 
    ‘that Valère does not know nobody’ 
 
2.  Reconstruction Effects 
 
I now turn to reconstruction effects with NCIs. Consider (13). 
 
(13) a. Nikoga          (Marko)         nije     poljubio.  
   nobody.acc   Marko.nom  neg.is  kissed 
    ‘Marko did not kiss anyone.’ 
  b. *Ikoga (Marko) nije poljubio. 
 
Nikoga in (13a) is fronted above negation, to a position which can be higher than 
SpecNegP, given intervening Marko. Interestingly, i-items are not allowed in such exam-
ples (13b). (13) raises a problem for the binding analysis. We could try to handle it by 
assuming NCI reconstruction. This, however, will not work. Consider (14)-(15). 
 
(14) Nikoga         nisi         tvrdio     da    je  poljubio.  
 nobody.acc  neg.are   claimed  that  is  kissed 
 ‘You did not claim that he kissed anyone.’ 
 
(15) *Ikoga nisi tvrdio da je poljubio.  
 
Suppose the reconstruction is obligatory. If (n)ikoga must reconstruct, (15) should be ac-
ceptable and (14) unacceptable. Such examples thus argue against obligatory reconstruc-
tion. ((15) is incompatible with reconstruction even as an option.) On the other hand, 
(16)-(17) indicate we do need it.(Nothing changes if ‘you’ follows the NCIs in (14)-(17).) 
 
(16) ?Ni…ija      kola  tvrdiš  da    nije       ukrao.  
 nobody’s  car    claim   that  neg.is  stolen 
  ‘You claim that he did not steal anyone’s car.’ 
 
(17)  *I…ija kola tvrdiš da nije ukrao.  
 
(16)-(17) illustrate another contrast between ni/i-NCIs. However, these data need NCI 
reconstruction. We then seem to have a contradiction at our hands, with (16)-(17) requir-
ing reconstruction and (14)-(15) incompatible with it.If we consider the data more closely 
a generalization emerges: ni-NCIs are always acceptable in reconstruction contexts (re-
gardless of whether we are dealing with clause-mate or long-distance negation) while i-
NCIs are always unacceptable in reconstruction contexts (again regardless of whether we 
are dealing with clause-mate or long-distance negation).  
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 The binding account (the same holds for Progovac’s 2005 account, see Bošković 
2008) cannot handle these data no matter what we assume regarding the possibility of 
satisfying binding conditions under reconstruction. E.g., if we allow it even as an option, 
which is necessary for (16), (15) cannot be accounted for. The fact is that NCIs behave 
differently from anaphors/pronouns under reconstruction, which provides evidence 
against the binding account. The above data, however, do confirm Progovac’s claim that 
ni/i-items are in complementary distribution.4 What is surprising here is that the long dis-
tance/clause-mate negation distinction, which is otherwise crucially involved in determin-
ing the distribution of ni/i NCIs, is irrelevant under reconstruction.  
 
 So, how can the apparently contradictory reconstruction data be handled? They 
can actually be easily captured under the account from sec. 1, where we get ni-items if 
NCIs move to SpecNegP; otherwise we get i-items. Many authors have argued that suc-
cessive cyclic movement targets every phrase on its way (Boškoviƒ 2002a, Boeckx 2003, 
Müller 2004, Manzini 1994, Takahashi 1994; see also Fox and Lasnik 2003, Chomsky in 
press), a position I also adopt here.5 This means NCIs moving above SpecNegP, such as 
those in the reconstruction examples, must pass through SpecNegP. We then have a prin-
cipled explanation why ni-NCIs are always acceptable in reconstruction contexts, while i-
NCIs are not. Such contexts always involve movement to SpecNegP, which ni-, but not i-
NCIs are compatible with under the current analysis.  
 
3.  Back to I-Items: Focus Movement 
 
Consider now i-NCIs more closely. Since the NCI in (18a) does not move to SpecNegP, 
ikoga is possible. The same holds for (18c). In (18b), ikoga moves above NegP. Since it 
must move via SpecNegP, ikoga is disallowed here. (19) can also be explained. (19a) is 
derived as in (19b), where the NCI moves above NegP via SpecNegP, followed by NegP 
ellipsis (I return to ellipsis below; note that we get genitive of negation with ellipsis in 
Slovenian, Polish, and Russian, which quite conclusively argues for the NegP deletion 
analysis). Since the NCI passes through SpecNegP, only a ni-NCI is possible here.  
 
(18) a. ?Ivan  ne     tvrdi    da    voli     ikoga.  
      Ivan  neg   claims  that   loves   anyone.acc 
  ‘Ivan does not claim that he loves anyone.’ 
 b. *Ikoga           Ivan   ne    voli. 
      anyone.acc  Ivan   neg  loves 
   ‘Ivan does not love anyone.’ 
 c. ?Da li Ivan  voli     ikoga?  
                          Q  Ivan loves anyone.acc      
    ‘Does Ivan love anyone?’ 
 

 
 4See Bošković (2008) for discussion of one context (involving restructuring) where the comple-
mentary distribution appears to break down. I show that the break-down is only apparent. (It is also worth 
noting that the relevant data provide strong evidence that ni-NCIs cannot stay in situ.) 
 5Alternatively, within Chomsky’s (2001) system we can simply assume that NegP is a phase. 
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(19) a. Šta si kupio?  Ništa/*Išta.   
   ‘What did you buy? Nothing.’  
 b.  Ništai [NegP ti nisam    kupio ti] 
    nothing         neg.am  bought 
 
So far so good. Consider, however, (20), another context where an i-NCI is disallowed. 
 
(20) *Ivan  ne   voli      ikoga.  

  Ivan  neg  loves   anyone 
 
We have seen NCIs in this context may move to SpecNegP. To account for (20), we need 
the movement to be obligatory: If the NCI must move to SpecNegP, only ni-items will be 
allowed. I then suggest that i-NCIs must undergo movement. There is also independent 
evidence to this effect. Recall that fronted examples are preferred to “in-situ” examples 
with ni-NCIs. The same holds for i-NCIs. (18a) is actually somewhat degraded, Ivan ne 
tvrdi da ikoga voli being preferred.6 As noted above, the contrast can be taken to be sig-
nificant, indicating that i-NCIs must move. Alternatively, we can assume ikoga in (18a) 
moves leftward within the embedded CP, followed by remnant fronting of what is below 
ikoga (long-distance NCI movement+remnant fronting is quite generally disallowed in 
this context, see Boškoviƒ 2008) or rightward movement of ikoga. I then proceed assum-
ing that, like ni-NCIs, i-NCIs must undergo movement. What is this movement? One op-
tion is that SC is an obligatory object shift language (see Boškoviƒ 1997 and Stjepanoviƒ 
1999), with AgroP above NegP. Given the target-every-phrase account of successive cy-
clic movement, ikoga then must move to SpecNegP in (20), as desired. A potential prob-
lem concerns i-adjuncts like ikad ‘ever’, which also must be forced to move (they cannot 
co-occur with clause-mate negation).We can adopt here Oka (1993), where adjuncts have 
a licensing requirement similar to Case, which would force them to move. However, I 
would like to endorse an alternative which has independent morphological motivation 
(see Bošković 2008 for additional options). I suggest that i-NCIs (as well as ni-NCIs) 
must undergo focus movement to a FocP above NegP. The movement is forced to pass 
through SpecNegP, as discussed above. The account also has independent motivation. 
Consider the morphological make-up of SC NCIs. Both ni- and i-NCIs contain a wh-part 
and a focal marker (used independently as focal even). In addition, ni-NCIs contain n, 
which I argued above is a reflex of SHA with negation.7

 
(21) n(neg)+i(focus (‘even’))+ko(who) 
 
What is important is that NCIs have a focal marker. SC is an obligatory focus movement 

                                                 
 6As with ni-NCIs, (ia-b) are unacceptable, which argues against the in-situ analysis (see sec. 1). 
 
(i) a. *On ne    tvrdi    da   Marija   daje     išta                 ikome          ikad.  
                    he   neg  claims  that  Marija   gives   anything.acc  anyone.dat  ever 
      b.  ???On  ne    tvrdi    da   Marija   predaje          ikome           nju.  
                           he  neg  claims  that Marija  is.giving.up   anybody.dat  her.acc 
 7The morphology does not have to be transparent in every language in which these mechanisms 
are at work (see fn. 2).  
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language, which moves all focalized phrases to FocP overtly (Boškoviƒ 2002b, Stjepano- 
viƒ 1999).The presence of a focal marker should then force NCIs to move to FocP. Since 
FocP is located above NegP (cf. (22), where contrastively focused MARKO must precede 
neg), the NCI in [FocP[NegP NCI]] must pass through SpecNegP. We now have an account 
of the impossibility of i-NCIs ocurring with clause-mate negation.The obligatory move-
ment to SpecFocP forces them to pass through SpecNegP, which then yields ni-NCIs. 
This is not the case with long-distance cases like [NegP[CP[FocP NCI]]], since here the NCI 
can move to FocP within the embedded CP, hence does not have to move to SpecNegP. 
 
(22) MARKA     ne   voli.  
  Marko.acc  neg  loves 
 ‘He does not love MARKO.’ 
 
What is appealing in this account, and argues in its favor, is that all movement is morpho-
logically motivated: i motivates movement to FocP, and n to SpecNegP.8 In Bošković 
(2008) I provide evidence for this analysis, showing that NCI fronting is possible only 
where focus movement is allowed, which follows if the former indeed involves focaliza-
tion. Thus, both NCI movement and focus fronting are impossible within infinitives.  
  
(23) *Asmir  ne    ñeli     nikoga/ikoga       vidjeti.     
  Asmir  neg  wants  nobody.acc/anyone.acc  to.see 
  ‘Asmir does not want to see anyone.’ 
 
(24) *Asmir  (ne)  ñeli      MILENU     vidjeti. 
  Asmir   neg  wants  Milena.acc   to.see 
  ‘Asmir does not want to see MILENA.’ 
 
To sum up, I have offered an account of ni/i NCIs where all movement they undergo is 
morphologically motivated. In addition to capturing the clause-mate/higher negation data, 
the analysis explains the behavior of NCIs under ellipsis and reconstruction (only ni-NCIs 
are possible there, and it is irrelevant whether reconstruction occurs into clause-mate or 
higher negation contexts) and non-negative contexts (only i-NCIs are allowed there). 
 
4.  Back to Ellipsis: On the Interpretation of NCIs and Negation 
 
I now return to ellipsis, where only ni-items occur. We have seen this can be explained if 
(25) involves movement of the NCI followed by NegP ellipsis (see also Watanabe 2004). 
 
(25) Šta    si      kupio?‘What did you buy?’  Ništa     nisam    kupio. ‘Nothing.’  
 what are    bought                                   nothing neg.am   bought 
 
Giannakidou (1998) argues that negative concord items are not inherently negative, which 
means there must be a negation in the elided part of (25). Under this analysis, non-
negative sentences must be able to serve as ellipsis antecedents for negative sentences. 
                                                 
 8I assume that the morphology does not have to reflect the order of feature checking. 
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This, however, raises a problem regarding recoverability of deletion. Watanabe (2004) 
notes another problem. Consider (26). 
 
(26) a. Šta si vidio?   ‘What did you see?’    b. Zmiju   ‘Snake.’                                   
 c. Zmiju sam vidio.              d. Zmiju  nisam  vidio. 
                 snake  am   seen                                              snake  neg.am seen  
 
If non-negative sentences can be antecedents for negative sentences, we can have nega-
tion in the elided part of (26b); i.e. (26b) should be able to stand for (26c) or (26d). (26b) 
is then incorrectly predicted to allow interpretation ‘I didn’t see a snake’. The data indi-
cate that negative interpretation comes from negative concord items (i.e. their neg feature 
is interpretable). There should then be no (semantically contentful) negation in the elided 
part of (25) and (26b). Only (25), with an NCI, can then have negative interpretation.  
 

Consider now (27). 
 
(27) Context: There was a party yesterday. A knows that John, Mary, and Jane were at  
 the party, but does not know whether Bill, Joan, and Peter were there: 
 A: Ko   nije      došao?  ‘Who didn’t come?’ 
        who neg.is  come   
 B: ?*Niko     nije     došao.   B’: Niko nije došao. 
             nobody neg.is come 
 
It seems something must have gone wrong with the ellipsis here, since B’ is acceptable. 
The data lead to a rather strange conclusion under Giannakidou’s analysis: a non-negative 
sentence can be an antecedent for a negative sentence (25),but a negative sentence cannot 
be an antecedent for a negative sentence (27). On the other hand, if there is no negation in 
the elided part of B (i.e. if only NCIs are negative), (27) can be easily handled if a nega-
tive sentence cannot be an antecedent for an affirmative sentence, which seems natural.9

 
However, we are still facing a problem. If negative interpretation comes from 

NCIs their neg feature must be interpretable. This also must be the case for the neg fea-
ture of negation, otherwise (28) would not have negative interpretation. But if both nega-
tion and an NCI have negative interpretation, a combination of the two in the same clause 
should lead to the unattested double negation reading, not the negative concord reading. 
 
(28) Marko  ne     radi.  

 Marko   neg  works 
 
(29) negation (iNeg) … negative concord item (iNeg)  =  double negation!  
 
(8) is then incorrectly predicted to mean ‘He loves someone’. To deal with the problem, 
Watanabe (2004) proposes a feature-copying mechanism, which introduces a complica-

                                                 
9This raises a question of how ni-NCIs can be licensed in ellipsis contexts if there is no negation in 

the elided part. The issue will be addressed below. 
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tion into the feature-checking system. He assumes both NCIs and negation have iNeg. He 
suggests iNeg of the NCI is copied into the negation, which then has two iNeg features. 
They cancel each other out and we end up with only one iNeg feature, in the NCI itself.10

  
         Boškoviƒ (2008) offers an alternative which doesn’t need additional mechanisms. 
Given the ellipsis data, NCIs must have iNeg (their Neg feature must be interpretable). 
To avoid the double negation problem, negation in NCI contexts then must have uNeg. 
What about (28)? Negation here must have iNeg, otherwise we would incorrectly allow 
non-negative interpretation. There is then an easy solution to the negation interpretation 
problem: There are two negative heads, Neg A and Neg B, one having iNeg, and the 
other uNeg. (The lack of Neg B in a language will lead to the lack of negative concord.) 
 
(30) Negation A: iNeg  Negation B: uNeg 
 
We need to ensure the right distribution for the Neg heads: Neg B should not occur in 
(28) (or (28) would allow non-negative interpretation), and Neg A should not occur with 
NCIs (or NCI examples would allow double negation readings). To achieve this I adopt 
the standard assumption that X cannot probe unless it has an uninterpretable feature (uK) 
(without it, last resort would prevent it from probing). I also adopt Chomsky’s (2001) Ac-
tivation Condition, which says Y must have a uK to be visible for movement/agreement. 
NCIs (from now on, I use the term for ni-items (but see the discussion below)) then must 
have the specification in (31) (see Boškoviƒ in press and Watanabe 2004 for evidence for 
a uK in negative elements). I assume that just like the Case of NPs is checked as a reflex 
of feature checking with Tense/v (see Chomsky 2001), the uK of NCIs is checked as a 
reflex of neg feature checking with negation. (I am adopting here Chomsky’s 2001 sys-
tem; see fn. 13 for an alternative.) 
 
(31) NCI: iNeg, uK   
 
Recall we must prevent Neg A from occurring with NCIs to disallow double negation 
readings with NCIs. This is easily achieved: Neg A can’t occur with an NCI since it can’t 
serve as a probe because it doesn’t have an uninterpretable feature. Since Neg A wouldn’t 
probe the NCI, the NCI’s uK can’t be checked.The issue doesn’t arise with Neg B, which 
has a uK hence can be a probe. Only Neg B can then co-occur with NCIs. The other half 
of our job is also done. Recall that since Neg B has uNeg we should not be able to use it 
in (28), or (28) could mean Marko works. But Neg B can’t be used in (28) since its uNeg 
would remain unchecked. Because of this, Neg B can only be used with an NCI, which 
will check its uNeg. This will also result in the checking of the NCI’s uK (so NCIs can be 
used only with Neg B). We have thus ensured the right distribution of negative heads. 
 

Returning to ellipsis, it should be obvious now that we need negation in the elided 
part of (25), and that it must be Neg B (without it the NCI’s uK could not be checked). 

 
 10The account holds for negative doubling. Watanabe notes that something like a semantic mecha-
nism of neg-factorization (Haegeman and Zanuttini 1996) or de Swart and Sag’s (2002) polyadic quantifi-
cation is needed for negative spread (i.e. multiple NCIs). The same holds for the account adopted below. 
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However, given that the identity condition on ellipsis is semantic (see Merchant 2001), 
there is no problem with having a non-negative sentence as an antecedent for a negative 
sentence here since the relevant part is not semantically negative (the neg feature is unin-
terpretable). Recall that Watanabe (2004) argued that negation should not be allowed in 
the elided part of (25) or we would also allow it in (26b), incorrectly allowing interpreta-
tion ‘I didn’t see a snake’. The problem does not arise in the current system. (26) is quite 
different from (25), since in (26) we must use Neg A. (If we were to use Neg B, its uNeg 
would remain unchecked.) The neg feature of Neg A has semantic import (it is interpret-
able), hence a clause containing it cannot be deleted under identity with a non-negative 
clause (the parallelism requirement being semantic).We have thus succeeded in resolving 
Watanabe’s problem without positing additional feature-checking mechanisms. Note also 
that in (27) a negative sentence (with iNeg) serves as an antecedent for a semantically 
non-negative sentence (with uNeg), which I assume is disallowed.11 Finally, note that the 
two negations from (30) may have different PF manifestations in Standard French. (32) 
can be easily captured if ne...pas is Neg A (iNeg), and ne Neg B (uNeg).  
 
(32) a. Jean  ne     mange  pas.       b. Jean  ne     mange (*pas)  rien.   
            Jean  neg   eats      neg     Jean  neg  eats         neg   nothing 
            ‘Jean does not eat.’ ‘Jean does not eat anything.’                 
 
I now turn to an issue that I left open before, namely the two vs one lexical item analysis 
for ni/i NCIs. Under the one item analysis (where (31) holds for both series), the iNeg of 
NCIs needs to be a more general feature (see Progovac 1994) which would yield negative 
interpretation when it undergoes checking with negation.12 Under this analysis, the uK of 
NCIs would be in principle checkable by negation and the non-negative licensors 
Progovac (1994) discussed (regarding i-NCIs), the SpecNegP requirement on ni-NCIs 
being responsible for the incompatibility of ni-NCIs with the non-negative licensors. 
There is, however, an alternative to this analysis: i-NCIs licensed by negation and i-NCIs 
licensed by non-negative elements are different lexical items, with only the former being 
subject to the unified analysis with ni-NCIs (so (31) holds only for them). Under this 
analysis, SC ni-NCIs and negative i-NCIs are the counterpart of, e.g., Turkish (non-
partitive) NCIs, which are licensed by negation (clause-mate or superordinate), but not 
non-negative licensors (see Progovac 1994).) (33) provides evidence for this analysis. 
 
(33) a. *Nije      rekao  da    ikoga          ne   voli.           
                neg.is  said    that  anyone.acc  neg  loves 
                ‘He didn’t say that he doesn’t love anyone.’ 

 
11If a negative item has iNeg but no uK, it would not require negation, and if negation is present a 

double negation reading would result. Such items could not co-occur with Neg B, which is a prerequisite 
for negative concord, since being inactive (lacking uK) they could not check Neg B’s uNeg. I saw nothing 
may instantiate this type. Anticipating the discussion below, this treatment of English negative elements 
can be preserved under the one negation, Op-insertion analysis proposed in sec. 5, since an NCI without uK 
would trigger Op-insertion, not being able to feature-check negation given the Activation Condition. As 
discussed below, Op-insertion in this context would lead to a double negation reading. 

12I assume that in (18a) ne would mark the scope of negation (more precisely, the iNeg feature), 
similar to the scope marker in partial wh-movement constructions. 
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         b.   ?Da li  je  rekao  da    ikoga          ne    voli? 
                  Q       is  said    that anyone.acc  neg  loves 
                  ‘Did he say that he doesn’t love anyone?’ 
         c.   ?Ako  išta                ne    zna,      neće        ga   biti  stid. 
                 if      anything.acc  neg  knows  neg.will  him be    ashamed 
                ‘If he doesn’t know anything, he won’t be ashamed.’ 
         d.  Da li  iko                 nije      sreo   Milana?    
               Q       anyone.nom  neg.is  met   Milan.acc 
               ‘Is there anyone who didn’t meet Milan.’ 
         e.  cf. *Iko nije sreo Milana. 
       
The NCI in (33a) can only be licensed by negation, hence is subject to the unified analy-
sis with ni-NCIs, where passing through SpecNegP yields a ni-NCI. The NCI in (33b-d) 
does not have to be licensed be negation (questions and conditionals are licensing envi-
ronments) hence does not have to be subject to the unified analysis with ni-NCIs under 
the two i-NCIs analysis. What we see here is that negative i-NCIs (i.e. i-NCIs licensed by 
negation) and non-negative i-NCIs behave differently, in particular, only the former dis-
allow clause-mate negation, which provides evidence for the two i-NCIs analysis. 
 
5. Alternative with Only One Negation 
 
Above I presented and further developed the two Neg analysis of Bošković (2008). I will 
now investigate the possibility of an alternative where there is only one negative head, 
namely Neg B (uNeg). Under this analysis, a null operator (Op) with iNeg is merged with 
the negation to check its uNeg feature as a last resort, i.e. only when the uNeg feature of 
the negation would otherwise remain unchecked. This happens in (28), where nothing 
else can feature-check the negation. However, Op is not inserted in examples with NCIs 
(e.g. (8)) since in such examples the NCI feature-checks the negation. The ellipsis data 
can be accounted for as before (the elided clause is still semantically non-negative in (25) 
and (27), and negative in (26d), which means the earlier account of ellipsis can be pre-
served). The analysis in fact captures all the data discussed above. (Regarding (32), pas 
may be treatable as a PF manifestation of Op insertion (see also Zeijlstra 2004).)13

 
6.  Failure of Ni-NCI Licensing  
 
I now turn to a surprising failure of ni-licensing in Russian. Brown and Franks (1995) 
give several contexts where clause-mate negation fails to license a ni-NCI in Russian. 
They argue the contexts in question involve expletive negation, which according to them 
cannot license ni-NCIs. The analysis is incompatible with the current approach, where 
such negation does license ni-NCIs. However, Abels (2005) argues against the expletive 
negation analysis, and gives an account that is fully compatible with the current system. 

 
13Note also that only the one negation analysis is compatible with Boškoviƒ’s (2007) system, 

where the moving element, not the target, works as the probe. As a result, it is not possible to prevent Neg 
A from co-occurring with an NCI by preventing it from serving as a probe, which was done in sec. 4; in 
contrast to Chomsky’s (2001) system, the probe would always be the NCI in my system. The issue, how-
ever, does not arise under the one negation analysis, which eliminates Neg A. 
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To illustrate the contexts in question, consider (34)-(35), where the ni-NCI can be licensed 
only if  fear, which otherwise can take a subjunctive, takes an indicative complement. 
 
(34) *Ja  bojus’ {kak    by    /  čtoby}  nikto  ne  opozdal.     (Subjunctive)        
*    I     fear       how   MOD     that       nobody     neg    was.late 
    
(35)  Ja  bojus’  čto   nikto      ne    opozdal.         (Indicative) 
!         I   fear      that  nobody  neg   was.late 
!  ‘I am afraid that nobody was late.’                   (Abels 2005) 
 
Abels (2005) notes Russian subjunctive has a positive evaluative component (the proposi-
tion in the subjunctive is seen as desirable—this is a case of Cinque’s 1999 evaluative 
mood). He further observes that fearing p is incompatible with having a positive evalua-
tion of p. As a result, negation embedded under fear has to negate the content of the 
evaluative mood embedded under fear, not the clause itself. In other words, negation has 
to negate the positive evaluation of p rather than p itself. (Negation is in fact obligatory in 
the subjunctive complement of fear, as expected under this analysis.) However, according 
to Abels, negating the content of evaluative mood has no truth-conditional effect because 
evaluative mood itself does not have a truth-conditional effect (see also Cinque 1999). 
Abels then suggests that negation in the context in question needs to raise in LF to the 
evaluative mood, which is very high in the structure (see Cinque 1999), to be able to take 
it in its scope. Under Abels’s analysis this obviously has to be the iNeg negation (Neg A 
under the two negation analysis. Op (with iNeg) would be moving under the one negation 
analysis). As discussed above, this negation is incompatible with NCIs, hence the con-
trast in (34)-(35). Note also that, as expected, where the above problem does not arise, as 
with want (wanting p is not incompatible with having a positive evaluation of p), ni-NCIs 
can occur within a subjunctive (and negation is not otherwise obligatory).14

 
14Consider also (i), which shows ni-NCIs cannot occur in negative yes-no questions. (Abels treats 

the Russian counterpart of (i) in terms of a wide scope, hence semantically contentful negation; note that 
Russian patterns with SC regarding (i) and (iii), see Abels 2005 and Brown and Franks 1995).  
 
(i) Nije      li    Ivana/*nikoga            srela?                      
        neg.is  Q  Ivan.acc/nobody.acc  met 
        ‘Didn’t she see Ivan/anyone?’                           (SC) 
 
Milićević (2007) notes that SC questions under consideration have only Ladd’s (1981) outer negation read-
ing (see also Büring and Gunlogsen 2000), where the negation is generated above TP (see (ii)), which she 
argues is too high to license ni-NCIs.The account can be maintained within the current system, since, due 
to the height of this NegP, the NCI could not have passed through SpecNegP in (i). 
 
(ii)  [CP Q [NegP [TP Subject 
 
Notice also that i-NCIs are possible in this context, as expected under the current analysis. (We may actu-
ally be dealing here with non-negative i-NCIs, which are not subject to the unified analysis with ni-NCIs.)  
 
(iii) ?Nije     li    ikoga            srela?                              
           neg.is  Q  anyone.acc   met 
         ‘Didn’t she see anyone?’ 
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(36) Ja  xotel     by,        čtoby   nikto      ne    opozdal.                (Subjunctive) 
          I   wanted MOD   that      nobody  neg  was.late 
           ‘I would like nobody to be late.’ 
 
7.  Conclusion 

 
I argued for an account of ni/i NCIs where all movement they undergo is morphologically 
motivated. The account captures the behavior of NCIs with respect to negation (ni-NCIs 
occur only with clause-mate and i-NCIs with long distance negation (unless they are li-
censed by another element), non-negative licensors (only i-NCIs are possible there), re-
construction (only ni-items are compatible with it, and it is irrelevant whether reconstruc-
tion takes place into clause-mate or higher negation contexts), and ellipsis (only ni-items 
are possible there). I have also proposed a new approach to negative concord which is 
meant to hold crosslinguistically: two alternative accounts have in fact been proposed, 
one based on the existence of two negative heads, and one based on last resort Op inser-
tion which does not require two negations. Teasing them apart is left for future research. 
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